1/ X-Men: Apocalypse  
Action, Adventure, SciFi / 2015 / Dir. Bryan Singer

Apocalypse, the most powerful mutant from Marvel's X-Men universe, amassed the powers of many other mutants, becoming immortal and invincible. Upon awakening after thousands of years, he is disillusioned with the world as he finds it and recruits a team of powerful mutants, to cleanse mankind and create a new world order. As the fate of the Earth hangs in the balance, Raven with the help of Professor X must lead a team of young X-Men to stop their greatest nemesis and save mankind from complete destruction.

Starring: James McAvoy, Michael Fassbender, Jennifer Lawrence
Runtime: 144 min.

2/ The Nice Guys  
Action, Comedy / 2016 / Dir. Shane Black

Ryan Gosling and Russell Crowe team up to investigate the case of a missing girl. After becoming involved with the Mob, Amelia mysteriously disappears. Enforcer Jackson Healy and private investigator Holland March are recruited to find her and set out on a high-profile investigation which leads them all over 1970s Los Angeles. With media interest increasing and their safety called into doubt, the duo come across the seemingly unconnected death of a porn star, a discovery which sheds new light on a conspiracy that leads right to the highest echelons of power.

Starring: Russell Crowe, Ryan Gosling, Angourie Rice
Runtime: 116 min.

3/ Love and Friendship  
Comedy, Drama / 2016 / Dir. Whit Stillman

Adapted from Jane Austen's witty novella, "Lady Susan," Love and Friendship introduces us to beautiful widow, Lady Susan Vernon (Kate Beckinsale), a cunning, selfish woman, who takes up temporary residence at her in-laws' estate. While there, she is determined to secure a wealthy husband for her reluctant daughter, Frederica - and for herself too, naturally.

Starring: Kate Beckinsale, Chloe Sevigny, Xavier Samuel
Runtime: 92 min.

4/ The Huntsman: Winter's War  
Action, Drama, Adventure / 2016 / Dir. Cedric Nicolas-Troyan

Starring Chris Hemsworth, this prequel to the 2012 hit Snow White and the Huntsman divulges the origins of The Huntsman before he encountered Snow White. In this action-packed adventure, The Huntsman, three dwarves, and his long-thought-dead wife go on a quest to keep two evil queen sisters from finding the Mirror and gaining the power to rule the world.

Starring: Chris Hemsworth, Jessica Chastain, Charlize Theron
Runtime: 114 min.
5/ The Green Room  Thriller, Horror / 2015 / Dir. Jeremy Saulnier
Down-on-their-luck punk rockers The Ain't Rights agree to a last-minute gig in a backwoods Oregon roadhouse. The band stumble upon a grisly murder scene and find themselves targeted by a ruthless club owner and his associates, determined to eliminate all witnesses.
Starring: Anton Yelchin, Imogen Poots, Alia Shawkat
Runtime: 95 min.

6/ The Man Who Knew Infinity  Drama, Historical / 2015 / Dir. Matt Brown
Starring Jeremy Irons and Dev Patel, The Man Who Knew Infinity is the true story of friendship that forever changed mathematics. In 1913, Srinivasa Ramanujan, a self-taught Indian mathematics genius, travelled to Trinity College, Cambridge, where over the course of five years, forged a bond with his mentor, the brilliant and eccentric professor, G.H. Hardy, and fought against prejudice to reveal his mathematic genius to the world.
Starring: Dev Patel, Jeremy Irons, Malcolm Sinclair
Runtime: 91 min.

7/ Criminal  Action, Drama / 2016 / Dir. Ariel Vromen
When CIA agent Bill Pope is killed, his thoughts and skills are transferred into the mind of Jericho Stewart a volatile death-row inmate, so details of his unfinished mission can be uncovered. Jericho, tormented by an array of memories and flashbacks, struggles under the pressure of Bill's boss Quaker Wells and goes rogue.
Starring: Kevin Costner, Ryan Reynolds, Gal Gadot
Runtime: 116 min.

8/ Tumbledown  Comedy, Musical / 2015 / Dir. Sean Mewshaw
Small town journalist Hannah has been struggling to write the biography of her late husband, an acclaimed musician with a devoted following. But things change when she meets Andrew a brash, smart-alecky New York academic with an obsession for tragic musicians and a different take on her husband. Though Hannah is sceptical of Andrew's motives, the unlikely pair strike up a deal to collaborate on the book, forcing them to confront truths about themselves and the possibility that the next chapter in their lives may involve each other.
Starring: Rebecca Hall, Jason Sudeikis, Blythe Danner
Runtime: 105 min.

9/ Remember  Thriller, Drama / 2015 / Dir. Atom Egoyan
Remember tells the story of Zev Guttman, a 90-year-old struggling with memory loss who is living out his final years in a serene retirement home. Following the death of his beloved wife Ruth, he receives a mysterious package from his friend Max, containing money and a letter detailing a shocking plan. Zev and Max were prisoners in Auschwitz, and a sadistic guard was responsible for the death of their families, a guard who, after the war, escaped Germany and has been living in the U.S. under an assumed identity. Max is wheelchair-bound, but with his guidance, Zev will embark on a cross-continental road-trip to bring justice to the man who destroyed their lives.
Starring: Christopher Plummer, Kim Roberts, Amanda Smith
Runtime: 94 min.

Film must be destroyed not later than september 2018